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Abstract
My term paper will focus on the protection of the enterprise against the
business directed cybercrimes, Advanced Persistent Threats (APT). This paper will
define what an APT is and some of the behaviors and characteristics associated with
this sophisticated attack which are unlike the attacks businesses face daily. Showing
how an APT works will also be present in this paper which will detail some of the
ways APTs find there way into corporate systems. I will then focus on the detection
of APTs and how an information security team can monitor these stealth attacks
that can last an indefinite amount of time depending on the attackers goal. Lastly, I
will cover the methods in which the business can deter these cyber attacks and the
multiple ways to protect the company’s assets from these criminal operators.
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With technology becoming one the forefront topics amongst consumers and
media headlines, its no wonder that Information Security is becoming a growing
concern for many companies and business professionals. Some of the rising risks
are viruses, malware, spyware, Trojan horses, spam, phishing, botnet, and the list
goes on. One threat in particular that has gotten a lot of attention from information
security professionals is Advanced Persistent Threats (APT). An APT broken down
gives us critical insight as to what it truly means. Advanced is a “criminal operator
behind the threat utilizing the full spectrum of computer intrusion technologies and
techniques” (“Advanced Persistent Threats (APT), (n.d.)). Persistent means,
“Criminal operators give priority to a specific task, rather than opportunistically
seeking immediate financial gain“(“Advanced Persistent Threats (APT), (n.d.)).
Threat, “means that there is a level of coordinated human involvement in the attack,
rather than a mindless and automated piece of code (“Advanced Persistent Threats
(APT), (n.d.)).
With that rising concern around Advanced Persistent Threats, this raises a
lot of questions and concerns, such as: What are Advance Persistent Threats and
why should we be concerned with them? What are the behaviors and
characteristics of Advanced Persistent Threats that I should be concerned with? We
need to understand how an APT works. How do these threats find their way into
corporate systems and what initiatives can we take to ensure we can be prepared
against these vicious attacks? All of these burning questions are raising security
concerns around these attacks and there are many ways of understanding the risks
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to be prepared for scenarios where this could affect you or the financial integrity of
the company you currently work for.

WHAT ARE APTs?
As described by Nicho (2014) an “Advanced Persistent Threat (APT)
is a term used for a new breed of insidious threats that use multiple attack
techniques and vectors conducted by stealth to avoid detection so that hackers can
retain control over target systems unnoticed, for long periods of time.” But what
does this really mean? Another description more simply put by Aurnou (2013)
states that “Advanced Persistent threats (also known as APT’s) are deliberately
slow-moving electronic attacks used to quietly compromise a computer network
without revealing themselves”. Combining both of those descriptions we can
conclude that Advanced Persistent Threats are a fairly new threat to security that
use multiple techniques that attack slowly to remain undetected for extended
periods of time gathering key information or data from the targeted company. The
dilemma with advanced persistent attacks is that the “attacks are extremely difficult
or even impossible to detect.” (Kolochenko, 2015). As one can imagine, this is a
nightmare for Information Technology (IT) staff within an enterprise. With a simple
click you could potentially put yourself at risk to one of these attackers or even
worse, the whole firm could be breached. The long-term effects of an Advanced
Persistent Threat on your network could cause possible data loss, disruption of
service to your applications, or complete system failure thereby causing devastating
ramifications to a company’s reputation and financial status. Kolochenko (2015)
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stated, “93.6 percent of respondents consider APT’s to be a “very serious threat” for
their companies.”

WHY DO WE CARE?
Why pay special attention to Advanced Persistent Threats? What makes
them more of a threat and require higher attention than other cyber attacks? Some
companies have been quick to educate their staff on how to mitigate everyday
attacks and have preventive controls in place to ensure malicious content is not
penetrating their networks (“Advanced”, 2013, p6). Advance Persistent Threats
have been causing large-scale security breaches and are being classified as a new
class of network intrusion threat (“Advanced”, 2013, p6). APT’s are being aimed
directly towards “theft of intellectual property as opposed to achieving immediate
financial gain and are prolonged, stealthy attacks” (“Advanced, 2013, p6). Often
times they are not leveraged through external attacks but using trusted connections
or insider threats to target compromised systems (“Advanced”, (n.d.)). With
individuals already possessing the skills and the resources needed, the only pieces
left are the motivation and the target organization to carry out the actions on.

WHERE DO APTs BEGIN?
Where do Advanced Persistent Threats come from? These threats stem from
individuals with “sophisticated levels of expertise and significant resources which
allow it to create opportunities to achieve its objectives by using multiple attack
vectors” such as “physical, cyber and deception” (“Advanced, 2013, p6). As you
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could imagine we are dealing with stealthy criminals who are allowing time to pass
while data is being collected from various methods, so how do we stop this? It’s
tricky because these individuals hold the skills to use construction kits and have
access to more advanced tools as well as strategizing to use multiple attack
methodologies and tools to compromise the target (“Advanced Persistent Threat
(APT)”, (n.d.)). They use these tools to breach even in the presence of properly
designed and maintained depth strategies such as internet-based malware infection,
physical malware infection, and external exploitation (“Advanced Persistent Threat
(APT)”, (n.d.)).

HOW DO APTs GET INTO MY SYSTEM?
How do these threats find their way into corporate systems and how do they
work? Symantec describes an Advanced Persistent Threat as having “multiple
phases to break into a network, avoid detection, and harvest valuable information
over the long term.” (“Advanced Persistent Threats: How”, (n.d.)). There are a few
steps that go into how APTs function within a system. First step is reconnaissance.
During this process, the attacker attempts to leverage information from a variety of
sources to get a blueprint of the specified target. The second step is incursion, where
attackers use social engineering to break into a network to distribute the malware
onto the vulnerable systems (“Advanced Persistent Threats: How”, (n.d.)). The third
step in the process is discovery, where the attackers remain in the shadows and
create a map of the organization’s defense system, in conjunction with creating a
plan of action for when the real assault takes place. (“Advanced Persistent Threats:
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How”, (n.d.)). The fourth step is to capture information over an extended amount of
time from those unprotected systems. During this step, attackers may install
malware to interrupt corporate operations or to collect confidential data. Symantec
describes an Advanced Persistent Threat as having “multiple phases to break into a
network, avoid detection, and harvest valuable information over the long term.”
(“Advanced Persistent Threats: How”, (n.d.)). See diagram below for a visual
representation of an attack taken place:

Diagram from: (“Advanced Persistent Threats (APT): How”, (n.d.))

HAVE MY SYSTEMS BEEN AFFECTED?
How do you know when you have been a victim of an Advanced Persistent
Threat? There are a few signs to tell if you are being affected by Advanced Persistent
Threats including: increase in log-ons, backdoor Trojans, unexpected information
flows, unexpected data bundles, pass-the-hash hacking tools, and Adobe Acrobat
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.pdf files. The first threat is an increase in elevated log-on times at various nonworking hours (Grimes, 2012, p1). “Advanced Persistent Threats start to rapidly
escalate from compromising a single computer to taking over the whole
environment” (Grimes, 2012, p1). Hackers start by reading authentication
databases, or compromising user credentials and understand which user or service
accounts have elevated permissions or privileges (Grimes, 2012, p1). Hackers use
these elevated credentials to compromise the assets within the targeted
environment. A way to understand and track if you have been or are currently a
victim of these advanced threats is to check the volume of log-ons at night. Typically,
cyber criminals are on the opposite side of the world and will cause high volumes of
elevated log-ons outside of the normal office hours (Grimes, 2012, p1). The second
sign is finding widespread backdoor Trojans (Grimes, 2012, p1). Nefarious criminals
will find backdoors, or vulnerabilities that have not been patched, and install rogue
programs within the exploited environment to compromise the device. Hackers take
these actions to ensure they will have access to the log-on credentials regardless if
system administrators change the passcodes (Grimes, 2012, p1). The third sign are
“unexpected information flows” which are “the single best way to detect APT
activities” (Grimes, 2012, p1). These can easily be internally checked at all points
interacting with internal and external computers to look for unexpected flows of
data. This data can be transferred “server to server, server to client, or network to
network” (Grimes, 2012, p1). To be able to interpret the data flows, you need a
fundamental understanding of how the data flows within the targeted environment
to track where the last user logged in (Grimes, 2012, p1). The fourth sign is
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unexpected data bundles (Grimes, 2012, p2). With Advanced Persistent attacks,
stolen data will be aggregated into a sole internal collection point before being
transferred externally. To detect this form of threat by no means is a simple task.
Administrators will need to review logs for large chunks of data appearing in places
that the data normally shouldn’t be (Grimes, 2012, p2). For example, if you have
gigabyte chunks of data that are being compressed into an archive format that is not
a company standard, this should immediately raise a red flag for concern. The fifth
sign is detecting pass-the-hash hacking tools (Grimes, 2012, p2). Advanced
Persistent Threats do not always use these types of tools but when used they will
frequently pop up. It’s typical that hackers forget to delete these after using them
and leave the tools installed (Grimes, 2012, p2). The final indicator is that an
employee of a company opened or used an adobe pdf file that contained malware.
This is one of the most common and easiest forms of Advanced Persistent Threats
(Grimes, 2012, p2).

REAL WORLD SCENARIOS
In 2011, there were a high number of Advanced Persistent Threat attacks
that affected organizations such as Sony, RSA, Lockheed Martin, Epsilon, NASA, PBS,
FBI, and many more (Nicho, 2014, p1). An example of an attack was in 2009, when
botnet armies that were sponsored by North Korea targeted the US governmental
institutions (Bar-Yosef, 2010). The original mission failed but this attempt allowed
North Korea to start targeting the United States’ private sites. Another example is
around a worm called Stuxnet. This worm targeted SCADA systems and the “worm
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consisted of four different attack vectors, all separately exploiting different
vulnerabilities” (Bar-Yosef, 2010). The code the hackers wrote took six months of
development time and had a specific target – Iran. Soon, it was distributed to Iran,
Germany, Russia, India, and many other countries. Stuxnet wasn’t focused on
obtaining any data, but to gain control of the Bushehr Nuclear Plant. The technique
displayed from the worm was “target as many systems, and sooner or later, there
will be a victim.” (Bar-Yosef, 2010).

HOW CAN WE PROTECT OURSELVES?
How can an information security team monitor APTs? There are certain
indicators we can be aware of around these advanced attacks. These indicators are
“any piece of information that objectively describes an intrusion. Indicators can be
subdivided into three types: Atomic, Computed, and Behavioral” (Hutchins, (n.d.),
p3). Atomic are those that cannot be broken into smaller parts such as IP and email
addresses (Hutchins, (n.d.), p3). Computed are those that are derived from an
incident where data has been taken such as hash values. Behavioral are a
combination of computed and atomic indicators. They are “often subject to
qualification by quantity and possibly combinatorial logic” (Hutchins, (n.d.), p3). An
example of this is that an attacker uses a backdoor to generate the network traffic
that matches the same rate and IP addresses on the system and then replaces this
with a matching MD5 hash value (Hutchins, (n.d.), p3). The diagram below shows
the indicator life cycle:
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Resource: (Hutchins, (n.d.), p4)
As explained by Virvillis, there are many technology limitations when it
comes to combatting Advanced Persistent Threats (2014, p2). “Advance Persistent
Threats make frequent use of zero-day exploits or modify/obfuscate known ones
and, thus, are able to evade the majority of signature-based end points and network
intrusion detection solutions” (Virvillis, 2014, p2). These attacks are spread across
a large amount of time and do not give you a correlation or detection around when
the systems are being intruded. The amount of time attackers will spend to explore
all of the potential attack paths is significant; they will plan all paths with no time
constraints to ensure their attacks will be successful. Some attackers are supported
by nation-states that give them more power around manufacturing, physical access
and intelligence collections around cyber attacks (Virvillis, 2014, p2). Another highrisk problem is cyber criminals target only a select few individuals and these tend to
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be individuals with nontechnical backgrounds so they will be less likely to identify
the threat (Virvillis, 2014, p2). With the characteristics noted above it makes it hard
for current cyber security solutions to prove effective.

METHODS TO DETER APTs
What are some methods to deter these cyber attacks and protect your
network? First, you should ensure you have network security software in place to
monitor the electronic traffic flowing through a system (Aurnou, 2013). Just having
network security software will not work unless you are tracking both inbound and
outbound network traffic to ensure there isn’t any type of rogue-encrypted
communications. In addition, a deployment of honeypots, in which they act as a
tripwire to reveal when there is a hacker on the network, is also advisable (Aurnou,
2013). Implementation of access controls to keep users from being able to interact
with network information that does not pertain to their job role is another
countermeasure the enterprise can take. Access control helps to secure individuals
from having accounts that can be compromised by attackers. A whitelisting of your
programs is also advised to only allow them to communicate on the network only
when the network administrator has approved the access (Aurnou, 2013).
A more sophisticated model would be a multi-layer defense system to
prevent these Advanced Persistent Threats (Moon, 2014). By implementing a multilayer defense system, this will defend against APT’s. This system is also reinforced
by “collecting and analyzing log information from devices and installing the agent on
the network appliance, server and end-user” (Moon, 2014). This model creates an
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eight-component model that consists of “classifier, analyzer, agent manager, server
monitor, end user manager, network monitor, log manager and storage.” (Moon,
2014). This Multi-Level Defense System is a more reliable setup to provide security
against Advanced Persistent Threats. To understand the flow of data through this
model, refer to the diagram below:

Resource: (Moon, 2014)
Websense also recommends being successful around a defense strategy for APT’s,
that you must have “a multi-layered approach in which multiple detection
mechanisms work together to identify complex patterns of evasive behavior”
(“Advanced”, 2011)
Another key aspect around these threats is how to remediate the issue when
the threat has been discovered? As shown by McAfee’s Incident Response Plan
diagram, you must first respond to the issue before you can prepare for the
investigation phase. Responding to an incident and analyzing the cause in a
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methodical way is critical because if you rush to fix the issue around the affected
systems you could by alert the criminals that they have been discovered, and fast
tracking yourself into further compromising your environment (“Combating”,
2011). McAfee’s diagram around creating an incident response plan gives insight
around the correct actions to take to ensure the impact you receive from an
Advanced Persistent Threat is minimal. See the figure below:
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Reference from McAfee (“Combating”, 2011)

CONCLUSION
As we’ve seen, Advanced Persistent threats can cause a lot of harm to
companies. With the rising number of cyber incidents directly targeting any
company, we have to be informed around these types of attacks and understand
how to deal with these major challenges. The problem is that our employees are
lacking the security knowledge it takes to decipher these signs and threats and
without the knowledge to keep these attackers from compromising confidential
data, how will we be prepared? We will need to ensure that the employees are
trained to understand the warning signs and should be required to take security
awareness training sessions for further learning. Once employees are concerned and
prepared with security knowledge, the overall security of the firm increases.
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Advanced Persistent Threats are harder for a company to prepare for since
there is little to no detection of them existing on their network. However, if you have
an incident response plan in place that will allow you to understand the measures
you would need to take in case of emergency, then this is another method of
mitigating risk to the company. This goes back to the topic of making sure
employees are conscientious of the items they click on to not allow malware into
their system that will eventually disrupt the network. Being proactive by making
sure weak points has been identified can also to reduce risk to the firm. A majority
of companies will see security training as a waste of resources and would rather
spend budget allocations on hardening application security. In reality, while
securing applications is necessary, training employees in the enterprise is another
effort to companies should take to mitigate risk. Focusing on ensuring end users are
aware of the grave danger they could face through Advanced Persistent Threats,
how to detect them, and how to secure themselves from the threats will provide
security awareness for all within the company.
Simply being aware of threats such as APTs provides a safeguard against the
attackers who will do anything to get into your accounts. Protecting confidential
information and even the reputation of your firm should be a top priority regardless
of the size of the firm. A bad reputation or loss of data from a firm could highly
impact your customer base and ultimately loss of trust in the services you provide.
APT’s are not going away any time soon. Companies should continue to provide the
various mitigation strategies mentioned previously to avoid loss of reputation,
information and monetary loss.
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